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The Rosetta/Philae Mission

Churyumov-Gerasimenko 67P

Launch in 2004, project launch in the 90’s

I As many research teams as instruments

I Industries (launcher, spacecraft, instruments)
I Mission control (ESA)

Rosetta

Trajectory planning, flight dynamics, ...

Planning: ESA Rosetta Science Ground
Segment, Nasa JPL (ASPEN)

Philae

Planning: SONC, Atos, Cap-Gemini, LAAS

MOST – Mission Operations Scheduling Tool
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Long term planning

(500,000,000km)

Rosetta

Ground station

ESA - New Norcia

ESOC

ESA - Darmstadt

Philae

LCC

DLR - Cologne

SONC

CNES - Toulouse
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The plan (how it should have been)
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The plan: 18 experiments

, 1KWh

, 6Mb

Tasks:

Resources:

Batteries
Storage Memory
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MOST – Mission Operations Scheduling Tool

1998: First prototype

I Constraint programming Ilog Scheduler (now IBM CP Optimizer)

2003: Cap-Gemini takes over the code

I More and more detailed model... until it became too hard to solve!
I Operators fix most decisions, yet the problem remains hard

2011: Collaboration LAAS/CNES

Diagnostic: the technology is adapted; two issues:

I The search strategy
I The model for data transfers
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The (Constraint Satisfaction/Optimisation) Problem

Decisions: starting date of each task

Constraints:
I Instant power usage (cumulative constraint)

F Three levels: battery, converters, lines

I Precedences, mutual exclusions
F Tasks organized in activities then in experiments

I Data transfers
F Tasks produce data
F Possibility of data loss if the memory is full

Objective: Smooth consumption profile

I Thermal profile very hard to model
I Not enough energy for heating
I Stay close to the optimal value

Problem Definition 6 / 20
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Command and Data Management Subsystem

CDMS
Mass

Memory

Exp. 1

Mem. 1

Exp. 2

Mem. 2

Exp. 3

Mem. 3
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Data Transfer (previous model)

For each experiment, a sequence of optional transfer tasks

A constraint IlcReservoir per memory

I Data production tasks fill the reservoir
I Data transfer tasks empty the reservoir (and possibly fill another)

A set of constraints to channel

I Priorities
I Active experiments
I Visibility periods
I Transfer rates
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Our Approach: a global constraint to avoid data loss

Solving a CSP

Variables and domains to represent the search space

I Branching: What if x = v? what if x 6= v?

Constraint propagation: for a given constraint, for instance x ≤ y

I Checking: given an assignment whether the constraint holds
I Filtering: given current domains, maximal loss-less reduction
I Ex: x ∈ [10, 25], y ∈ [5, 15] ⇒ x ∈ [10,15], y ∈ [10, 15]

The CDMS policy is not in our control

The existence of data-loss is functionally dependent on the schedule

I Relation on the variables standing for tasks’ start times
I Checking the constraint by simulating the CDMS

Easy or hard?

Dependent on the size of the horizon? (' 250, 000 seconds)

Data Transfer Constraint 9 / 20
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Simulating the Transfers

Two experiments producing data

I Exp.2 has higher priority
I production rate < transfer rate

Transfers

I Switch back and forth
from Exp.2 to Exp.1

Modeled as bandwidth sharing

I Depends on priority, production
and transfer rates

exp 1

exp 2

τ1
τ2

τ1
τ2
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Checking the Constraint

time

memory

exp 1

exp 2

exp 3

τ1

τ3

τ2

We can jump from ”event” to ”event”: O(n log n) worst case time complexity
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Approximation Error

How accurate is the bandwidth model?

Exact if the transfer rate is lower than the production rate

Otherwise, for a single experiment:

I Error (in memory usage) is less than or equal to one block (256 bits / 32 bytes)

Several experiments active simultaneously:

I Error is less than or equal to 1 + τmax

τmin ' 3 blocks

Much more accurate than the reservoir/transfer tasks model

I Time steps of 60 seconds in order to limit the number of transfer tasks
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Filtering the Constraint

The constraint can be checked in O(n log n)

What about propagation (filtering)?

Computing the so-called bound consistency is NP-hard

I No need to find a maximal domain reduction
I Filtering should be loss-less and as strong as possible

Two principles:

I Producing too much data too quickly can lead to data loss
I Filling up the mass memory while not in visibility can lead to data loss
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Propagation: production/transfer rate

For a set of tasks

lower bound on how much time the CDMS needs to transfer without data loss

t1

time

memory
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t2t2t2 t2

end(t2) − start(t1) ≥ (π1p1+π2p2)−Mk
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Propagation: production/transfer rate

More generally, we consider a set of tasks Ω of a given experiment

Let [a, b] be a time interval necessarily contained in Ω’s transfer period

We can take into account the tasks of higher priority producing during [a, b]

Filtering rule

Minimum amount of higher priority data to transfer on [a, b] over transfer rate:

I Lower bound on the time dedicated to higher priority experiment: Tk (a, b)

Induced constraint:

Makespan(Ω) ≥
(
∑

tki∈Ω πi pi )−Mk

τ
+ Tk(a, b)
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Propagation: visibility

When the mass memory is full, no more data is transferred to it

Minimal usage and peak mmax
0

If the production exceeds Mk + M0 −mmax
0 in [a, b] then data will be lost

I Filtering: bound start time w.r.t. this quantity of data and production rate

visibility visibility

a b

mmax
0

a a
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Experimental Evaluation

Scenario
MOST+IlcReservoir MOST+DT
init. search fails init. search

Consert 4.06 20.07 295 0.88 0.08
Consert/Romap 11.13 - - 1.17 0.10
Consert/Romap 11.03 - - 1.17 0.10
SD2/Ptolemy 26.71 41.72 234 3.37 0.09
SD2/Ptolemy 32.78 79.48 211 3.25 0.08

SD2/Cosac/Civa 50.20 181.91 407 2.75 0.14
SD2/Cosac/Civa 50.84 179.19 413 2.95 0.15
SD2/Cosac/Civa 25.12 91.08 390 1.82 0.10
APXS/Sesame 27.74 28.53 44 3.50 0.19

SD2/Ptolemy/Cosac/
265.45 1639.33 1657 21.14 6.71

Mupus/Sesame
Overview FSS (10 exps) 125.69 565.09 591 2.12 49.27

SDL 30min (8 exps) 14.94 20.52 1145 9.47 0.23
SDL 360min+FSS (15 exps) 217.09 10801.40 44201 4.44 1.20
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Further Experiments

In SONC’s scenarios, most of the schedule is fixed

”Open” instances are hard

Improve the search strategy

Activities modelled as chained tasks

I Weakens the filtering from the IlcDiscreteResource constraint

Uses artificial macro-tasks standing for a chain of tasks

Naive Search Informed Search

Chains

Macro-tasks

-

30 minutes

30 minutes

1 second
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Conclusion

Some regrets

The scheduling was still mostly done “by hand”

No actual planning once Philae landed (or bounced)

I Short safe sequences instead

Some satisfaction

Impact on SONC’s work

I Scenarios that could not be solved at all can now be solved in seconds
I Possibility to solve a complete scenario (SDL+FSS)

Better accuracy in the analysis of memory usage
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Questions?

Conclusion 20 / 20
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